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Abstract

We present the results of a one-year quasi-operational testing of the 1.5 µm StreamLine
Doppler lidar developed by Halo Photonics from 2 October 2012 to 2 October 2013.
The system was configured to continuously perform a velocity-azimuth display (VAD)
scan pattern using 24 azimuthal directions with a constant beam elevation angle of5

75◦. Radial wind estimates were selected using a rather conservative signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) based threshold of −18.2 dB (0.015). A 30 min average wind vector was
calculated based on the assumption of a horizontally homogeneous wind field through
a singular-value decomposed Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of the overdetermined
linear system. A strategy for a quality control of the retrieved wind vector components10

is outlined which is used to ensure consistency between the retrieved winds and the
assumptions inherent to the employed wind vector retrieval. Finally, the lidar measure-
ments are compared with operational data from a collocated 482 MHz radar wind pro-
filer running in a four-beam Doppler beam swinging (DBS) mode and winds from oper-
ational radiosonde measurements. The intercomparisons show that the Doppler lidar15

is a reliable system for operational wind measurements in the atmospheric boundary
layer (ABL).

1 Introduction

The wind field is one of the most important atmospheric parameters. Its accurate mea-
surement with a high spatial and temporal resolution is crucial for operational Numeri-20

cal Weather Prediction (NWP) models and it is of course also vital for numerous other
applications. The operational remote sensing of the vertical wind profile is currently
dominated by radar wind profilers (RWP), with frequencies ranging from L-band to
VHF. Here, the letter codes L and VHF (Very High Frequency) are standard band des-
ignations according to the IEEE standard radar-frequency letter-band nomenclature.25
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Recently, a new generation of portable infrared (IR) Doppler lidar (DL) systems based
on fiber-optic technology developed for the telecommunications industry has become
commercially available. In contrast to conventional DL designs based on free-space
optics, the use of fiber-optic elements considerably simplifies fabrication, alignment
and long-term stability. While there is currently a large market demand for such sys-5

tems from the renewable energy sector, it is also interesting to test the capabilities of
these new instruments for possible future operational boundary layer wind profiling,
complementary to radar profilers.

Previous intercomparisons of DL and RWP winds have generally shown good agree-
ments (Cohn and Goodrich, 2002; Pearson et al., 2009; Shaw et al., 2003). These in-10

tercomparisons, however, were always based on temporally short-term measurement
periods. For example, Cohn and Goodrich (2002) have shown from a measurement
period of 2.3 h that the differences of the Doppler velocities obtained with a 915 MHz
boundary layer RWP and the NOAA High Resolution Doppler Lidar (HRDL) had a stan-
dard deviation of about σr = 0.20–0.23 ms−1, which was attributed to turbulent variabil-15

ity and instrumental noise. A translation of this error into the corresponding error for
the horizontal wind resulted in an error of less than 0.11–0.27 ms−1 for a 30 min mea-
surement period, depending on the beam pointing sequence (five-beam or three-beam
pointing DBS configuration). Pearson et al. (2009) compared wind measurements from
a 9 min Doppler lidar scan and radar data from a 10 min average for four different times20

which also showed very good level of agreement, except for somewhat less well corre-
lated wind speed data, which was attributed to insects or ground clutter contamination
of the radar velocity data. A month long field study has been carried out in the Salt
Lake Valley (Shaw et al., 2003). Here wind measurements have been collected with
a 915 MHz RWP and a pulsed DL (λ = 10.59 µm). Comparisons of half-hour consensus25

winds obtained with the RWP with corresponding VAD winds from DL showed broad
agreement albeit considerable scatter, which was attributed to the different sampling
volumes of the two systems.
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The article describes the setup and methodology of the test, with a focus on aspects
of data processing based on the systems direct output and the results of the compar-
ison statistics derived from about 17 000 wind profiles that have been obtained over
the course of a year. To the author’s knowledge such long time comparisons between
Doppler lidar and radar wind profiler have not been done so far and thus may give5

valuable and more representative insights into the performance of Doppler lidar wind
measurements. The paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 information describing
the data set used for the analysis are given. It includes detailed information related to
instrumentation and, above all, the data processing and quality control. In Sect. 3 the
statistics of one year long DL measurements are discussed in comparison to RWP and10

radiosonde (RS) measurements. An interesting type of “gross error” due to a range am-
biguity effect is dicussed in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 presents a summary of the results
and conclusions.

2 Data set

The intercomparison period used for our analysis is from 2 October 2012 to 2 Octo-15

ber 2013. The wind data were collected at the Lindenberg Meteorological Observatory
– Richard Aßmann Observatory (RAO). At this site RWP and radiosonde winds are
routinely measured and provided for assimilation into a number of NWP models. Since
September 2012, a 1.5 µm DL is being tested with regard to the efficient allocation of
this measurement system for operational wind profiling within the atmospheric bound-20

ary layer (ABL). With a spatial separation of about 30 m the installation of the DL was
as close as possible to the RWP. These circumstances create outstanding conditions
for the instruments intercomparison. Further informations on the single measurement
systems are given below.
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2.1 Instrumentation overview

In the following a short description of the measuring principles and some technical
aspects for each of the instruments used is provided.

2.1.1 1.5 µm Doppler Lidar

The DL emits laser pulses in the near infrared which scatter off particles suspended5

in the atmosphere, like aerosols and clouds. Data availability is therefore linked to the
presence of such particles. The backscattered light has a Doppler shift due to the
movement of these particles which can be detected by optical heterodyning in the re-
ceiver. Assuming that the target is following the wind, the horizontal wind vector can be
determined from the measured line-of-sight (LOS) Doppler wind values. The technical10

specifications of the StreamLine Doppler lidar developed by Halo Photonics are listed
in Table 1. The PRF value implies a maximum unambiguous range of about 10 km. For
wind measurements, a VAD scan pattern was set-up as illustrated in Fig. 1. The sketch
is limited to n = 12 beam pointing directions or rays, however, the measurement scan
pattern was using n = 24 azimuthal positions with a constant elevation angle ε = 75◦.15

Measurements of Doppler velocities Vr (R,α,t) were thus made along a circle at 15◦

constant intervals of azimuth α. R indicates the range of the measurement, i.e. the
distance of the backscattering volume along LOS, and t denotes the time of the mea-
surement. For each of the 24 rays a total of 75 000 laser shots have been emitted. The
dwell time for one ray was about 5 s. Taking the time for the scanner to move into ac-20

count, one full scan lasted about 3 min. For ε = 75◦, the range gate length of ∆R = 48 m
translates to a vertical resolution of about ∆Z = 46m.

2.1.2 482 MHz radar wind profiler

While the measurement principle of the RWP is also based on the Doppler effect, the
significantly longer wavelength of 62 cm makes it possible to obtain measurable echoes25
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from both the particle-free (clear) atmosphere as well as from the particle-laden atmo-
sphere (clouds and precipitation). The passive phased array antenna of the system
is designed to steer the beam into five different directions (vertical and four obliques
with an elevation angle of 74.8◦). In the operational configuration, the RWP cycles
continuously through the four oblique beam directions. The operational set-up uses5

two different pulse widths to obtain data with different radial resolutions (low and high
mode). Eventually, a total of five cycles per mode is used to generate 30 min averaged
profiles. The averaging algorithm used is called “consensus averaging” (Fischler and
Bolles, 1981; Strauch et al., 1984) and is applied to each beam direction separately.
This algorithm facilitates discrimination between “good” and “bad” estimates in the low10

SNR regime (Frehlich and Yadlowsky, 1994). For the purpose of this study, only data
from the low mode with a pulse width of τ = 1000 ns are considered. RWP low mode
measurements are available for a total of 96 range gates extending from 450 m up to
9380 m. The radial and the vertical resolution of one range gate is ∆R = 150 m and
∆Z = 145 m, respectively. The vertical spacing of the range gates due to oversampling15

with 650 ns is 94 m. A summary of the technical specifications of the 482 MHz RWP is
given in Table 1.

2.1.3 RS92-SGP radiosonde

The Vaisala RS92 radiosonde measures vertical profiles of pressure, temperature, and
humidity from the ground up to the ballon bursting altitude limit of approximately 40km.20

To retrieve the horizontal and meridional winds (u,v) based on the change of the sonde
position, the RS92 is equipped with a GPS receiver. The noise in the raw u and v
winds due to the radiosonde’s pendulum and the noise of the GPS data is reduced by
a low-pass digital filter (Dirksen et al., 2014). At Lindenberg, radiosondes are routinely
launched four times a day at standard times (00:00, 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 UTC). The25

temporal resolution of the sounding wind data is 40 s.
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2.2 Doppler lidar data processing

The system output quantities relevant for the wind vector retrieval are the estimates of
Doppler velocity Vr (R,αi ,t), where subscript i indicates the i th azimuth measurement
within one VAD scan, and the corresponding signal-to-noise ratio SNR =S /N, where
S is the average signal power and N the average noise power (Frehlich and Yadlowsky,5

1994). The wind analysis is based on the following steps of data processing: (i) em-
ployment of SNR threshold technique for sorting out “bad” (noise affected) Doppler
estimates from “good” estimates, (ii) calculation of 30 min average Doppler Lidar VAD
scans to match the temporal resolution of the RWP measurements, (iii) reconstruc-
tion of the three vector components u,v ,w, (iv) quality check to ensure consistency10

of retrieved winds and all the assumptions used in order to calculate u,v ,w and (v)
interpolation of the three vector components from the “Doppler lidar grid” to the “Wind
profiler grid” to generate spatial matching. The latter step, however, is relevant for the
final comparison between DL and RWP measurements and which otherwise would not
have been necessary. Further details on the above described processing steps will be15

outlined below.

2.2.1 SNR thresholding technique

The measurable detector signal current in a DL is clearly affected by noise effects,
mainly dominated by shot noise from the local oscillator (Frehlich and Kavaya, 1991;
Frehlich, 1996). Since the systems operate down to very low SNR conditions, this leads20

to the occurrence of outliers in the signal properties estimation process (“bad” esti-
mates), which are usually uniformly distributed in frequency over the Nyquist-limited
search band (Dabas, 1999). In order to separate between “good” (reliable) and “bad”
(unreliable) estimates, a simple SNR-based thresholding technique is a common ap-
proach. Depending on the instrument’s specific parameters the SNR threshold may25

vary between different instruments. There are a number of studies focusing on tech-
niques for the determination of reasonable threshold SNR, e.g. Frehlich and Yad-
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lowsky (1994); Dabas (1999). For reliable Doppler velocity estimates with a precision
of < 30 cms−1 the manufacturer of the StreamLine Doppler lidar suggests a threshold
SNR of −18.2 dB (0.015). From test measurements during stable atmospheric condi-
tions (vertical velocity close to zero), however, it turns out that this is a rather con-
servative value which is significantly limiting our data availability. In Fig. 2 the Doppler5

velocities measured during this test period are plotted against the corresponding value
for SNR +1 (intensity). For the range 0.992 < (SNR+1) < 1.006 the Doppler velocities
are uniformly distributed over the search band indicating a relatively high fraction of
“bad” estimates. Between the outer edge (SNR+1 = 1.006) of the band of uniformly
distributed Doppler and the proposed SNR threshold (SNR+1 = 1.015), however, there10

is a large gap so that by employing this threshold SNR a huge amount of “good” mea-
surements are discarded. Tests have shown, for instance, that the decrease of the
threshold SNR from −18.2 dB (0.015) down to −20 dB (0.010) would increase the data
availability by almost 40 %. However, since the goal of this paper was to assess the
accuracy of strictly quality controlled DL wind measurements with respect to the RWP,15

a refinement of the SNR thresholding technique is left for a future study.

2.2.2 Calculation of 30min averaged VAD scans

For the intercomparison of winds from the DL and the RWP it is necessary to achieve
a match of the temporal resolution between both systems. The DL winds were therefore
averaged to 30 min, which corresponds to the operational configuration of the RWP.20

Two different routes are available for this averaging: one option is to reconstruct first
the cartesian vector components u,v ,w from each single VAD scan which takes about
3 min (see also Sect. 2.1.1) and then to calculate averaged u,v ,w vector components
from ten full VAD scans. The other options is to average all VAD scans first and then
to reconstruct the u,v ,w wind vector components from these averaged VAD scans.25

Here the second way was used since it corresponds best to the “consensus averaging”
method employed in the RWP processing.
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2.2.3 Wind vector retrieval

The 3-D wind vector profiles are determined on the basis of the 30 min averaged
VAD scans described above. Each averaged VAD scan includes temporally averaged
Doppler velocities for 24 different directions. In principle, measurements in three lin-
early independent direction would be sufficient for a 3-D wind vector reconstruction. In5

this and the following sections (see Sect. 2.2.4), however, it will be shown that the use
of VAD scans with more than three directions brings considerable benefits in terms of
error minimization and in terms for conducting quality assurance of the reconstructed
3-D wind vector components, i.e. u,v ,w.

Least squares wind components u,v ,w using SVD:10

Assuming a stationary and horizontally homogeneous wind field, i.e. v (x,y ,z,t) ∼ v (z),
the three wind vector components u,v and w can be obtained by solving the overde-
termined linear system

Av = V r , (1)

where v = (uvw)T, V r = (Vr1Vr2Vr3. . .Vrn)
T (with n = 360◦/15◦ = 24). The rows of matrix15

A are comprised of the unit vectors along the pointing directions (rays), that is

A =


sin(α1)sin(φ) cos(α1)sin(φ) cos(φ)
sin(α2)sin(φ) cos(α2)sin(φ) cos(φ)
sin(α3)sin(φ) cos(α3)sin(φ) cos(φ)

. . . . . . . . .
sin(αn)sin(φ) cos(αn)sin(φ) cos(φ)

 . (2)

If the azimuth angle αi (with i = 1, . . .,n) and the zenith angle φ are chosen properly
(see also Fig. 1), matrix A is a nonsquare 24×3 matrix with full column rank rank(A) = 3.
Equation (1) is clearly overdetermined and can be solved using the method of least20
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squares. The solution is exact when it does exist, otherwise only an approximate solu-
tion can be found. A least squares solution v ? is obtained by minimizing the square of
the residual in the 2-norm, i.e. by minimizing ‖V r −Av ‖22 (e.g., Strang, 1993). In doing
so the least squares solution is given by a standard square (3×3) system

ATA v = ATV r , (3)5

where AT is the transpose of A. Since A has full column rank ATA is positive definite
and invertible, that is v can be obtained by evaluating the normal equation

v = (ATA)−1ATV r = A+V r , (4)

where A+ denotes the Moore–Penrose Pseudoinverse of A. The normal equations,
however, tend to worsen the condition of the matrix, i.e. cond(ATA) = (cond(A))2. For10

a large condition number, small errors in the (measured) data can produce large errors
in the solution. The singular value decomposition (SVD) can be used to solve least
squares problem without squaring the condition of the matrix. Employing the SVD, the
matrix A is decomposed using the factorization

A = UDVT, (5)15

where U is an 24×24 orthogonal matrix, V is an 3×3 orthogonal matrix and D is an
24×3 diagonal matrix whose elements are called the singular values of A. Then a least
squares solution can be expressed as

v = A+V r = VD−1UTV r . (6)

The advantage of using the SVD in the context of least squares minimization has20

also been discussed in Boccippio (1995).
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Error propagation

Assuming that the Doppler velocity vector V r has a corresponding known vector of
uncertainty, i.e. σe = (σe1σe2σe3. . .σen)

T, the propagation of the radial velocity errors
to the errors of the components of the wind vector v can be calculated employing the
error propagation law. In matrix form, this can be written as5

CV rV r = ACv vAT (7)

or after rearranging to calculate the unknown uncertainties

Cv v = A−1CV rV r (A
−1)T, (8)

where CV rV r and Cv v denote the variance-covariance matrices of V r and v defined
through the diagonal n × n matrix10

CV rV r =


σ2
e1 0 . . . 0
0 σ2

e2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . σ2

en

 (9)

and the 3×3 matrix

Cv v =

 σ2
u σuv σuw

σvu σ2
v σvw

σwu σwv σ2
w

 , (10)

respectively. Here, the variance-covariance matrix CV rV r is diagonal, because it is as-
sumed that the errors of the n components of V r are independent in different directions15

(Cohn and Goodrich, 2002). It has further been assumed that variances in the eleva-
tion angle occuring in A can be neglected. By evaluating the rhs of Eq. (8) the random
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errors σu, σv and σw can be calculated from the square roots of the diagonal elements
of the variance-covariance matrix Cv v . For the more interested reader on the derivation
of error propagation law in matrix form and its application reference is made to Arras
(1998); Tellinghuisen (2001) and Boccippio (1995).

In the least square problem described above the measured radial velocities for each5

beam direction have a precision of σei < 30 cms−1 with i = 1, . . .,n (see Sect. 2.2).
Taking error propagation into account one obtains a precision of σei < 10 cms−1 for
each beam direction from a full 30 min averaged VAD scan. Then, setting σe1 ≡ . . . ≡
σrn ≡ σe < 10 cms−1 we find by evaluating Eq. (8) by means of SVD that

Cv v =

 124.4 1.9510−6 2.0110−7

1.9510−6 124.4 −9.5510−7

2.01410−7 −9.5510−7 4.465

 . (11)10

Eventually, calculating the square roots of the diagonal elements of Cv v yields

σu = σv < 11.15cms−1 and σw < 2.11cms−1. (12)

Finally, the above described approach is used to study the variation of the retrieval
uncertainties depending on the variation of the number of beam directions per VAD
scan. Table 2 clearly shows that with increasing number of beam directions the uncer-15

tainties can be reduced, most obviously the uncertainty σw of the vertical wind compo-
nent w. Thus it can be concluded, that a VAD scan is not only useful for horizontal wind
vector reconstructions but also for the determination of the vertical wind provided the
number of beam directions is high enough. Here, however, it should be kept in mind
that the reconstructed w would differ from direct stare measurements because of the20

horizontal homogeneity assumption.

2.2.4 Quality assurance

The wind retrieval algorithm described in Sect. 2.2.3 is based on two assumptions.
So far, the assumption of horizontal homogeneity has already been mentioned. This is
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a necessary assumption to devise a closed set of equations for the unknown wind vec-
tor components u,v ,w. The employment of regression techniques to obtain estimates
for u,v and w presumes linear independence of the data set used for the retrieval,
additionally. Wind retrievels from routinely DL measurements are thus only valid, if the
real atmospheric conditions and the measurements meet these assumptions. In this5

section two parameters are described which have been used for conducting quality
assurance of the retrieved winds.

Test of horizontal homogeneity

It is well known that the wind field is not always horizontally homogeneous, this is mainly
due to convection, gravity waves or shear induced turbulence. Characteristic temporal10

and spatial scales for turbulence are T = 10 s and L = 1 m. For thermally induced con-
vective processes we typically have T = 5 min and L = 500 m. Thus, with reference to
a full DL scan lasting about 3 min and with a scannnig circle having height dependent
diameters dC of about dC ∼ 300m at an altitude of ∼ 550m and dC ∼ 5360m at ∼ 10km
it is often the case that due to the occurrence of turbulent motions there are rapid wind15

fluctuations along the scanning circle and accordingly the assumption of a horizontally
homogeneous wind field is not fulfilled. For that reason 3-D wind vector retrievals based
on measurements collected during such inhomogeneous wind field conditions have to
be flagged. The strategy used to identify wind retrievals during such inhomgeneous
wind field conditions is described next.20

For a horizontally homogeneous wind field, the reconstruction of the mean wind
u,v ,w from radial velocities obtained by a VAD scan scheme can be regarded as a sine
wave fitting (Banakh and Smalikho, 2013). The overall quality of the fit to this sine
wave model is affected by deviations from these homogeneous conditions and can be
measured by the coefficient of determination R2 defined through25

R2 = 1−
∑
i

(Vri − Ṽri )2

/∑
i

(Vri − V r )2 , (13)
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with V r =
∑
iVri and Ṽri denoting the radial velocities from the “sine wave fit”. R2 is used

as a quality control parameter for u,v and w reconstructions.
For the analysis in the present paper a reconstructed 3-D wind vector has been

rejected if R2 < 0.95. An interpretation of this value is that 95 % of the variations of
the averaged VAD scan Doppler velocities are due to variations in the beam direction5

αi and only 5% of the variations have to be explained by other factors. For an exact
horizontally homogeneous wind field and exact Doppler velocity estimates the VAD
Doppler velocity variations are solely caused by the variation in the beam direction αi .
Thus, with the requirement R2 < 0.95 it is possible to identify such VAD scans for which
the assumption of a horizontal wind field is only partially fulfilled.10

Collinearity diagnostics

Following the strategy described above it was found, however, that R2 ≥ 0.95 can only
be regarded as a necessary condition for “good” reconstructions. A sufficient condition
is that the degree of collinearity among the Doppler velocity measurements used for
the retrieval is relatively weak, since linear independence of the sampling directions15

is an essential prerequisite for the reconstruction of the wind vector. Multicollinearity
describes a high linear relationship among one or more independent variables (Belsley
et al., 1980) and it is a well known issue in regression analysis that multicollinearity may
result in parameter estimates with incorrect signs and implausible magnitudes (Mela
and Kopalle, 2002) or may affect the regressions robustness, i.e. small changes in the20

data may result in large changes in the parameter estimates (Boccippio, 1995). Thus,
multicollinearity makes the parameter estimates less reliable and has to be detected
to exclude erroneous (unphysical) u,v ,w retrievals from VAD scans. In the context of
least squares parameter estimation from a VAD scan, a high degree of multicollinearity
may occur in situations when there are large azimuthal gaps in the measurements25

due to limited or non-existing backscattering targets within the atmosphere. Then, one
measured Doppler velocity can be linearly predicted from the neighboring values and
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thus the available measurements from such an “incomplete” scan contain redundant
information on the wind field and it becomes difficult or impossible to distinguish their
individual influences on the u,v and w estimates. This issue was already recognized
by Matejka and Srivastava (1991) from the VAD analysis of single-Doppler Radar Data.

The condition number CN is a parameter that can be used for the detection of5

collinearity. If the condition number of the problem is small (close to 1) the degree
of collinearity is relatively weak. In contrast, a large condition number is an indicator
for a strong collinearity among the variables. Boccippio (1995) employed the condition
number for an analysis of the VVP (volume velocity processing) retrieval method and
identified condition numbers around 9–12 as a threshold indicating collinearity in the10

regression. In Wissman et al. (2007) values for CN of 10 and 30 are mentioned to
indicate medium and serious degrees of multicollinearity, respectively.

For the collinearity diagnostics the approach as described in Boccippio (1995) has
been adopted. In particular, CN is calculated based on the standardized (scaled) data
matrix Z = AS, where15

S = diag(s1,s2,s3) with si =
(
A

T
i Ai
)−1/2

. (14)

Here, Ai denote the columns of matrix A, i.e. A = [A1A2A3]. If the singular value
decomposition of Z is used, the condition number CN(Z) can be calculated as

CN(Z) =
ηmax

ηmin
, (15)

where ηi (i = 1,2,3) are the singular values of Z. The standardization of the data matrix20

is recommendend by Belsley (1991). For further details concerning the scaling problem
of the condition number it is also referred to Wissman et al. (2007). Figure 3 indicates
an increase of the condition number with increasing azimuthal gaps for a VAD scan
configuration. For a gap size of 270◦ the condition number is CN = 30 which accord-
ing to Wissman et al. (2007) indicates severe collinearity. In such a case, all radial25

measurements stem from only one quadrant of the scan. Geometrically it is obvious
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that the linear independence in this case is numerically weak. For the quality control
used in the present analysis a CN threshold of 10 has been used which means that
3-D wind vector reconstructions obtained from VAD scans with azimuthal gaps ≥ 240 ◦

have been rejected.

Example5

An example for the outcome of the above described strategy of quality control is il-
lustrated in Fig. 4. The 30 min averaged wind profiles shown here are based on DL
measurements from 22 August 2013, which was a typical summer day with a pro-
nounced diurnal cycle of a convective boundary layer (CBL). The plots in the left col-
umn show unverified 30 min averaged vertical profiles of wind speed and wind direc-10

tion, respectively. The plots in the right column show the corresponding wind profiles
after consistency checking. The parameters R2 and CN are shown in Fig. 5. The pro-
cessing was done as described in Sect. 2.2.3. Appendix A provides guidance for the
calculation of wind speed and wind direction from u,v ,w retrievals, additionally. It can
be observed that profiles between 08:00 UTC and 14:00 UTC were rejected. This is15

mainly due to values for R2 < 0.95 which can be attributed to the inhomogeneous flow
occurring within a well established CBL. Figure 6 illustrates this situation by showing
VAD fits for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous situations.

With regard to the condition number, Fig. 5 shows only a few cases with CN > 10,
most in the upper part of the boundary layer where azimuthal gaps within the VAD20

scan are more likely due to absence of backscattering targets. Even if multicollinearity
is a rare problem there is a need to define a CN threshold (here CN > 10) as a suffi-
cient condition. This can be motivated based on the examples shown in Fig. 7. Three
VAD scans obtained between 11:03 UTC and 11:32 UTC for three adjacent range gate
heights at h1 = 1460,48 m, h2 = 1506,84 m and h3 = 1553,21 m are shown along with25

the corresponding consistency check parameters R2 and CN. Obviously, the sine wave
fit at h3 has a much greater amplitude compared to h2 and h1. Since the amplitude is
a measure for the wind speed, this would imply much stronger winds at h3 than at the
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lower heights at h2 and h1. The condition number of CN = 22 clearly reflects the large
gap of radial velocity measurements between the azimuth angles 50 and 300◦. The
high degree of collinearity among the Doppler velocities for this VAD scan is obviously
leading to erroneous magnitudes for the parameter estimates u,v and w.

In summary, the parameters R2 and CN turn out to be useful quality control indicators5

for the 3-D wind vector retrieval although they apparently do not detect all “bad” winds.
In Fig. 4 the plot of the quality flagged wind speed still includes in 12th position a profile
whose values does not seem to fit into the overall wind speed pattern despite the good
quality check parameters R2 = 0.98 and CN = 3. It remains for future work to analyse
the error sources for this type of possibly wrong wind retrieval.10

2.2.5 Regridding

The Doppler lidar measurements obtained with our configurations have a vertically finer
resolution than the measurements of the RWP. For the purpose of intercomparisons
between Doppler lidar-, RWP and radiosonde measurements it is therefore useful to
define a common reference grid to make the values comparable. Since the interpolation15

from a coarser grid to a finer grid is naturally more problematic than vice versa, we have
chosen the wind radar grid as the reference grid for our studies. For the interpolation
of the 30 min averaged 3-D wind vector components u,v ,w from the finer Doppler lidar
(or finer Radiosonde) grid to the coarser and equidistant grid of the RWP, a cubic spline
interpolation was used. In detail this means that between two grid points of the finer20

grid we first determined a smooth function which passes exactly through those points.
Between two grid points of the finer grid, the smooth function is evaluated at the coarser
grid point to get the interpolated value.
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3 Analysis/statistics

In this section the statistics of one-year long DL measurements for wind speed and
wind direction is presented. A guidance for the calculation of wind speed and direction
from the u,v ,w retrievals is provided in Appendix A. The results are verified with corre-
sponding measurements obtained with a collocated 482 MHz RWP and measurements5

from RS92-SGP Radiosonde launched at the same observation site.

3.1 Data availability

For the period under investigation, the maximum number of 30 min averaged profiles for
wind speed and wind direction is 17 568 provided the measurement conditions are per-
fect, i.e. occurrence of aerosols and/or cloud droplets at any time and any height during10

the year of measurements. Clearly, measurement conditions are not always ideal as
shown in Fig. 8 which naturally leads to a decrease in the number of quality controlled
data. At the lowest level of the reference grid (i.e. 552 m) a total of 9798 (∼ 56%) av-
eraged values could be obtained whereas these numbers decrease to 697 (∼ 4%) at
2056 m. The decrease of data availability continues further upwards and approaches15

less than 10 (∼ 0.06%) for altitudes higher than 7038 m. This strong decrease of data
availability reflects the nature of the aerosol and cloud particle concentration within the
atmosphere. This is the main reason why the IR Doppler lidar is mainly used for wind
measurements within the ABL.

Also shown in Fig. 8 is the data availability obtained with the collocated RWP (low20

mode) and those from routine RS launches. Not surprisingly, both measurement sys-
tems provide higher data availabilities within the free atmosphere than the DL. The
decrease of RWP data availability with height is related to the profile of the structure
constant of refractive index turbulence (Cn

2) which can be observed almost continously
in the lower atmosphere (Atlas, 1990). For the two comparisons, i.e. Doppler lidar vs.25

RWP (hereafter referred to as DLWR) and Doppler lidar vs. radiosonde (hereafter re-
ferred to as DLRS), we only use the subset where valid data are available from both
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systems, i.e. the intersection of the respective data sets. Figure 8 gives an overview to
what extent this further decreases the data availability for our statistical analysis. To get
almost representative statistical results for a “one-year comparison” the comparisons
are restricted to heights up to ∼ 2800 m for the comparison DLWR and up to ∼ 1300 m
for the comparison DLRS, which guarantees that the sample size is > 200. For this data5

basis the precision ∆vspeed of a calculated quasi-annual wind speed is on the order of

about ∆vspeed = 7×10−4 ms−1 (see also Appendix B).

3.2 DLWR and DLRS comparisons

For a first overview, the 30 min averaged lidar winds are compared against 30 min aver-
aged RWP winds on the one hand and against temporally consistent radiosonde winds10

on the other hand for the full period and all heights. The corresponding scatter plots
are shown in Fig. 9 for wind speed and wind direction, respectively. Regarding the wind
speed it can be observed that for both comparisons (DLWR and DLRS) a great fraction
of the data sets falls on the identity line which indicates a general good agreement
of the respective data samples. In more detail, however, the correlation (m) indicates15

a slight better linear relationship between radiosonde and Doppler lidar wind speeds
(m = 0.99) than between RWP and Doppler lidar wind speeds (m = 0.97). This seems
to be mainly due to better agreements of higher wind speeds (e.g. > 20 ms−1) for the
DLRS comparison than for the DLWR comparison.

Additionally we observe a greater spread of data pairs around the identity line for20

the DLWR comparison than for the DLRS comparison. However, the respective RMSE
scores which measure the average magnitude of the error indicate better agreement
for the DLWR comparison than for the DLRS comparison. Since the RMSE gives a high
weight to large errors, the lower RMSE value for the DLWR comparison also indicates
that the largest differences occur between the Doppler Lidar and Radiosonde data.25

Regarding the wind direction the dots of a huge number of data pairs are concentrated
around the identity line and thus likewise indicate good agreements for both compar-
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isons. However, the dots of some minor data pairs are somewhat widely spread and
indicate a weak relationship between measured wind directions. We also find that this
observation is more pronounced for the DLWR comparison than for the DLRS compar-
ison. Note that the clustered data points around 360◦ at both the horizontal and vertical
axis are due to the cyclic azimuth range.5

A general good agreement in the statistics of Doppler Lidar-, Radar Wind Profiler-
and Radiosonde measurements is also reflected in the annual mean of the measured
vertical profiles for wind speed and direction shown in Fig. 10. To quantify the errors,
the following verification scores are analyzed: mean error (ME), mean absolute er-
ror (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE). Regarding the DLWR comparison10

the ME for the wind speed changes a little in sign with varying height up to about
1800 m, whereas the range of speed variations is from −0.2 ms−1 <ME< 0.3 ms−1.
Above 1800 m the ME is always positive and increases from ∼ 0 ms−1 at 1800 m up
to 0.2 ms−1 at about 2500 m. Thus, assuming that the RWP measures the “truth”
a systematic error indicating a slight overestimation of Doppler Lidar wind speeds15

can be identified for altitudes higher than 1800 m. Concerning the annual mean wind
direction there is in general also good agreement between DL and RWP measure-
ments. Here the mean differences mostly vary between ±1◦. For MAE and RMSE,
the DL and RWP measurements agree in wind speeds mostly within a range of
about 0.3 ms−1 <MAE< 0.5 ms−1 and 0.5 ms−1 <RMSE< 0.7 ms−1. For the wind di-20

rection 3◦ <MAE< 4◦ and 5◦ <RMSE< 10◦. The small differences between the MAE
and RMSE ranges for the wind speed additionally indicate that there is some variation
in the magnitude of the errors but large errors can be ruled out in all likelihood. This
is in contrast to the slightly larger differences between the MAE and RMSE ranges
for the wind direction at low range gate heights, suggesting that here larger errors25

occur. Regarding the DLRS comparison we observe a smaller bias (−0.2 ms−1 <
ME< 0.1 ms−1) below 1500 m than in the DLWR comparison. The verification scores
MAE and RMSE, however, are somewhat larger, i.e. 0.5 ms−1 <MAE< 0.7 ms−1 and
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0.7 ms−1 <RMSE< 0.9 ms−1 for wind speed and 5◦ <MAE< 6◦ and 9◦ <RMSE< 12◦

for wind direction.
The presented long-term intercomparison results confirm the main findings of previ-

ous intercomparison results (see Sect. 1) obtained from short-term measurement peri-
ods. The good agreement also indicates a rather small instrument error of all systems,5

since the methodology of the comparison was targeted at minimizing the sampling er-
ror by minimizing of both the temporal and spatial separation (about 30 m) between the
Doppler lidar and the radar wind profiler.

4 Range aliasing effects for smaller SNR thresholds

In Sect. 2.2.1 it has already been mentioned that the SNR threshold of −18.2 dB (1.015)10

used for the analysis in the present paper is a rather conservative threshold, with the
consequence that a huge amount of “good” estimates are rejected. It can therefore be
assumed that smaller SNR-thresholds can possibly also be used. An analysis of the
Doppler lidar measurements based on an SNR threshold < 1.015 revealed an inter-
esting type of “gross error”, which was not observed employing the conservative SNR15

threshold = 1.015. In radar meteorology, this type of “gross error” is already well known
as range ambiguity (or range aliasing). Range aliasing occurs if there are atmospheric
backscattering targets at altitudes > Zmax, where Zmax defines the greatest unambigu-
ous measurement height specified through the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) via
PRFmax = c/(2Zmax). Here, c defines the speed of light. In such a case an incorrect20

calculation of the range of the backscattering target is unavoidable, since the received
echo and the outgoing pulse are assigned to each other incorrectly: the received signal
is not associated with the pulse just transmitted, but with the pulse transmitted prior to
the latest one. The wind profiles shown in Fig. 12 give an example where such range
aliasing effects have been detected by comparing Doppler lidar measurements with25

RWP measurements. It is important to point out that such “gross errors” can be circum-
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vented by changing the PRF in the sense that the maximum unambiguous sampling
range is increased.

5 Conclusions

The capability of a new generation of portable IR Doppler lidar systems for future opera-
tional boundary layer wind profiling, complementary to radar profilers, has been tested.5

For this purpose, one year long times series of horizontal wind vector retrievals from
Doppler lidar and radar wind profiler measurements of Doppler velocity have been com-
pared mainly for atmospheric boundary layer heights between 500 and 2800 m. These
interval limits coincide with the lower limit for 482 MHz wind profiler measurements and
an upper limit up to which nearly continous Doppler lidar measurements were possi-10

ble. The higher limit is a representative value for the RAO site and is subject to natural
conditions as the atmospheric aerosol loading at this site. There is a general good
agreement in the measurement statistics of both systems and thus confirms previous
studies on this issue but on the basis of a much smaller data collection. These results
strengthen the basic idea to use DL measurements below 500 m to fill the gap be-15

low 500 m in the wind profiles where 482 MHz RWP wind measurements are no more
possible.

The underlying assumptions used for the 3-D wind vector retrievals from Doppler ve-
locity measurements have been the same for both systems. A huge advantage of the
Doppler Lidar, however, is that the full hemispheric scanning capability of the DL allows20

for more flexible sampling strategies than the RWP which is restricted to measurements
using the DBS mode. In this context it became apparent that DL measurements based
on a VAD scan with n = 24 beam directions enable additional quality checks to ensure
consistency of retrieved winds and retrieval assumptions. In particular, if the number of
measurement directions (n) is large enough the “Goodness-of-fit” parameter quantified25

by R2 turned out to be a useful tool to determine the degree of homogeneity of the
wind field during the time at which measurement data have been collected. Inhomoge-
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neous wind fields are more characteristic within the atmospheric boundary layer than in
the free atmosphere. That is why such a consistency check is more important for wind
retrievals within the boundary layer than in the free atmosphere. The R2 quality test em-
ployed discards a considerable proportion of DL wind retrievals when the wind field is
non-homogeneous. This is justified because the focus of the investigation was the eval-5

uation of strictly quality controlled wind measurements of the DL. By the same token,
the SNR threshold was also chosen in a very conservative way. It remains for future
work to find out to what extent these constraints can be relaxed for the sake of a higher
data availability without compromising the data quality of the measurements. A further
test of linear independence among the Doppler velocity measurements by means of10

the condition number CN turned out to be useful to detect physically implausible re-
trievals which may have its origin in large measurement gaps within a single VAD scan.
This can be the case if the backscattering targets are inhomogeneously distributed
which frequently occurs within the transition zone from the atmospheric boundary layer
into the free atmosphere. The results of the employment of the two test parameters R2

15

and CN presented in this study make clear the importance of quality assurance test-
ing and it is understood that the strategy of quality assurance testing employed here
was important for the good agreements between Doppler lidar and radar wind profiler
measurements.

Appendix A: Wind speed and wind direction20

From the 3-D wind vector components u,v ,w we calculate the horizontal wind speed
(vspeed) and wind direction (Dir) via

vspeed =
√
u2 + v2, (A1)
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and

Dir =


270◦ −arctan(v/u)(180◦/π) if u > 0

90◦ −arctan(v/u)(180◦/π) if u < 0

180◦ if u = 0,v > 0

360◦ if u = 0,v < 0.

(A2)

To compute the precision of the estimates vspeed and Dir we use the Gaussian error
propagation

σspeed =

√√√√(∂vspeed

∂u
σu

)2

+

(
∂vspeed

∂v
σv

)2

(A3)5

σDir =

√(
∂Dir
∂u

σu

)2

+
(
∂Dir
∂v

σv

)2

. (A4)

Appendix B: Error propagation

Suppose vspeed is an averaged value defined through vspeed = 1/N
∑N
i=1vspeed,i and

where the vspeed,i ’s are single wind speed values. Then the error ∆vspeed of the aver-
aged value vspeed is given by10

∆vspeed = (1/N)

√√√√ N∑
i=1

(∆vspeed,i )2, (B1)

where ∆vspeed,i are the errors of vspeed,i , respectively.
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It can be shown that by use of σu = σv (see Eq. 12) from Eq. (A3) can be concluded
that

σu = σv = σspeed = 0.0095ms−1. (B2)

Provided that measurements for all 24 beam directions have been available σspeed can
be regarded as a general value for an upper bound of the precision. Then, using5

σspeed = ∆vspeed,1 = ∆vspeed,2 = . . . = ∆vspeed,N , (B3)

Eq. (B1) simplifies to

∆vspeed = (1/N)
√
N · (σspeed)2 (B4)
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Table 1. Parameters of the HALO Photonics StreamLine Doppler lidar and the
Vaisala/Rohde&Schwarz 482 MHz wind profiler (LAP-16000) installed at the observation site
RAO. During the measurement period from 2 October 2012 to 2 October 2013 the two operat-
ing parameters (1) total number of pulses averaged and (2) resolution of Doppler velocity have
been changed. The values in the brackets are valid starting from 26 July 2013.

Doppler lidar Radar wind profiler

wavelength 1.5 µm 62 cm
pulse width 160 ns 1000 ns
range gate length 48 m 94 m
points per range gate 16 1
total number of range gates 200 96
total number of pulses averaged 75 000 507 904 (491 520)
resolution of Doppler velocity ±0.0382 ms−1 0.1195 (0.1250)
telescope focus 800 m not applicable
pulse length 25 m 150 m
total observation time per range gate 320 ns 650 ns
sampling frequency 50 MHz 1.538 MHz
Nyquist velocity ±19.4 ms−1 30.586 (31.996) ms−1

number of FFT points 1024 512
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) 15 kHz 12.195 (12.346) kHz
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Table 2. Decrease of the uncertainties (σu,σv ,σw ) in the 3-D wind vector component retrievals
u,v and w with increasing number n of equidistant beam directions per VAD-scan. The values
are calculated via Eq. (8) assuming a Doppler velocity uncertainty of σr = 10cms−1 for each
beam direction. ∆α indicates the azimuth resolution.

n ∆α σu = σv σw
[◦] [cms−1] [cms−1]

3 120 31.5470 5.97717
4 90 27.3205 5.17638
6 60 22.3071 4.22650
12 30 15.7735 2.98858
18 20 12.8790 2.44017
24 15 11.1536 2.11325
36 10 9.10684 1.72546
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N

Z
n=12

Figure 1. Example for a velocity-azimuth display (VAD) scanning technique for n = 12 beam
directions. The laser beam of the Doppler Lidar points upwards with a constant elevation angle
ε and rotates around the vertical Z with configurable azimuth angles α. The red volumes sym-
bolize an emitted “light”-disturbance of a specified period of time (i.e. pulse width ∆t) travelling
along the line-of-sight (LOS). R is the range of the measurement along LOS and ∆r defines
the pulse length. The latter is related to the pulse width via ∆r = c ·∆t/2, with c denoting the
speed of light.
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Figure 2. Intensity (SNR+1) vs. Doppler velocity from two measurement periods during stable
atmospheric conditions (06:00–07:00 UTC 5 July 2013 and 07:00–08:00 UTC 22 July 2013)
with vertical velocities close to zero. For the range 0.992 < (SNR+1) < 1.006 the Doppler ve-
locities are uniformly distributed over the search band (±19.4ms−1) indicating a relatively high
fraction of “bad” estimates. For SNR+1 ≥ 1.006 the Doppler lidar delivers plausible values
(“good” estimates). The red line indicates the SNR-threshold (SNR+1) = 1.015 used for the
data analysis in the present paper.
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Figure 3. Condition number (CN) vs. azimuthal gap size for a VAD scan with 15◦ intervals of
azimuth α and a constant elevation angle ε = 75◦.
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Figure 4. Left column: example for non-quality assured wind profile retrievals (top: wind speed,
bottom: wind direction) from Doppler lidar measurements for a typical summer day (22 Au-
gust 2013). Each profile represents a 30 min average. Right column: same wind retrievals as
shown in the left column but where profiles with test parameters R2 < 0.95 and CN > 10 have
been discarded.
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Figure 5. Calculated quality control parameters for the wind profiles shown in Fig. 4. R2 is
the coefficient of determination which provides a measure for the “goodness” of sine wave
fit into the VAD Doppler velocity measurements. To ensure that the horizontal homogeneity
assumption inherent to the wind vector retrieval is fulfilled, wind vector reconstructions with
R2 < 0.95 are classified as non reliable. Additionally, retrievals with R2 ≥ 0.95 are only valid for
a condition number CN ≤ 10. The latter ensures a moderate degree of collinearity within the
VAD scan Doppler velocity measurements.
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Figure 6. Examples for single sine wave fits into 30 min averaged VAD scans used to re-
construct the 30 min averaged wind profiles shown in Fig. 4 at 904 m height with the time
stamps 11:02, 11:32 and 12:02 UTC (upper row) and the three time stamps 23:01, 23:30 and
00:00 UTC (lower row). The measurements in the upper line have been obtained during a well
evolved CBL where horizontal homogeneous conditions are not met and which is also reflected
in the low R2 values. The measurements in the lower row have been obtained during stable
atmospheric conditions at night. Here, the high values for R2 indicate that the assumption of
a horizontally homogeneous wind field is better fulfilled.
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Figure 7. Examples for three sine wave fits used to reconstruct the 30 min averaged wind
profiles shown in Fig. 4 at the three adjacent heights h1 = 1460.48m, h2 = 1506.84m and
h3 =1553.21m for the single time stamp 12:02 UTC. Additionally for each fit the quality con-
trol parameters R2 and CN are also given. The sine wave fit at h3 has a high R2 but due to
the large azimuthal gap size within the measurements the condition number CN is relatively
high indicating a high degree of multicollinearity. The latter results in implausible magnitudes
of the wind speed yielding unphysical vertical gradients in the wind speed field (see also the
outstanding red pixel in the wind speed profile shown in Fig. 4 at the time stamp 12:02 UTC).
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Figure 8. Overview of the data availability from one year measurements with Doppler Lidar
(DL), Radar Wind Profiler (RWP) and Radiosonde (RS). Data availability refers to 30 min aver-
aged profiles for wind speed and direction. The number of data used for the DLWR comparison
is a subset of data indicated by DL & RWP where both systems provide valid data at the same
time. The graph denoted with DL & RS reflects a subset of data where the DL and RS provide
valid data at the same time and which have been used for the DLRS comparison.
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Figure 9. Top: scatter plots of one-year 30 min averaged horizontal wind speed and direction
from Doppler Lidar and 482 MHz Radar Wind Profiler measurements (DLWR), bottom: scatter
plots of one-year 30 min averaged horizontal wind speed and direction from Doppler lidar and
Radiossonde (DLRS). Top and bottom: in principle all scatter plots include measurements from
all heights.
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Figure 10. Statsitical results of the DLWR comparison. The upper two panels show the annual
mean of wind speed and direction obtained from Doppler Lidar and Wind profiler measure-
ments, respectively. Errorplots denoting the precision of the wind speeds in the annual profiles
are not shown because of its very low magnitudes (see also the remarks in Sect. 3.1). The lower
two panels show the respective verification scores ME (mean error), MAE (mean aboslute er-
rors) and RMSE (root mean squared error).
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Figure 11. Same as in Fig. 10 but for the DLRS comparison.
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Figure 12. Comparison of wind profiles obtained from Doppler lidar measurements and wind
profiler measurements on 8 January 2012 at the three different times (around 11:00, 11:30 and
12:00 UTC). For each time the wind profiler measurements are to the left and the Doppler lidar
measurements are to the right. It can be observed that there are huge differences between the
measurements around 1km height. In particular, the winds measured with the Doppler lidar
seem to be implausible due to the untypical strong wind speeds of about 60ms−1. If one takes
a closer look to the (high mode) wind profiler measurements and taking the pulse repetition
frequency (PRF = 15kHz, see also Table 1) into account which defines the maximum mea-
surement height Zmax = 10km for the Doppler lidar used in this study these huge differences
can be explained as follows. The wind profiler (high mode) measures winds of about 60ms−1

in heights around 11km. Also the Doppler lidar measures these winds but due to Zmax = 10km
the calcuation of the range is incorrect and the signals from the backscattering targets higher
than 10 km are erroneously allocated to heights around 1km.
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